
                 Chapter - 7 

                 Clothes we wear 

Difficult words :- 

1. Clothes 

2. Protect 

3. Season 

4. Heat 

5. Dirt   

6. Dust 

7. Wind 

8. Cold 

9. Cotton 

10. Warm  

11. Wollen 

12. Waterproof  

13. Raincoat 

14. Gumboot 

15. Uniforms 

16. Ironed 

17. Spoil 

18. Cupboard 

19. Folded 

20. Neatly 

I know(page no 226, 227) 

 

Qno. 1. Write T for true and F for false:- 

1. We need clothes to protect us from heat ,cold and dust. T 

2. We wear wollen clothes in summer. F 

3. People living in very cold places wear cotton clothes.T 

4. some people wear uniforms to their workplace.T 

Qno.2 Answer the following questions:- 

a. Why should we wear clothes? 

.     Ans. We should wear clothes to cover   

               our body because it protect us     

               from heat, rain, cold, wind, dirt  

               and dust. 

b. What type  of clothes we wear in the winter season? 

.          Ans. We wear woollen clothes in 

                   the winter season. 

c. What is a uniform? 

     Ans. A set of clothes worn by people   

             working at the same  place  is  

             called uniform. 

d. How do animals protect themselves from cold? 



    Ans. Animals protect themselves from    

           cold because they have a thick  

           layer of furr and fat over their body. 

e. Why do we wear same clothes to school everyday? 

.    Ans. We wear same clothes to school    

              everyday  because that is our  

              uniform. 

Magic bubbles:-(page no 227) 

1. Draw and colour your school school uniform in the space given in the textbook only. 

2. Collect pictures of your own wearing different dresses during different season and paste 

them in your scrapbook. 

 

I can- (page no 228) 

Word puzzle:- 

● We use these during the rainy season. 

U m br e l l a 

R a i n c o a t 

● We wear this when we go to school. 

U n i f o r m 

 

 

   

  

 


